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6MOTTO
There are thirty-one kinds of functions in the story of literature but not all
story contained there in.
-Vladimir Propp-
Similarly,
There are millions of stories of life in this world but not all would we
experience, I might be not as good as, not as pretty as, not as intelligent as, not as
successful as, and not as rich as they are.
However,
Behind all that, there might be a natural beauty in my life and they did not
experience it.
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This thesis is a research about functions of narratology structuralism in the
Novel Specials by Scot Westerfeld using Vladimir Propp’s Perspective. The
objective of this research are first To describe the functions of narratology
structuralism according to Vladimir Propp theory in the novel Specials by Scott
Westerfeld. Second To describe kinds of function are found in the novel based on
Propp code of narratology structuralism.
The method in this research is descriptive qualitative method, which is
analyzing the form of description. The object and the source of the data of this
research is the novel specials by Scott Westerfeld is published in 2006 and consist
of 3 parts and 122 pages.
Based on the result of research, the writer found 12 functions. From 31
functions they are: fraud (h), mediation (B), departure (↗), marking (J), the initial
misfortune (K), rescues (Rs), the difficult task (M), transfiguration (T),
reconnaissance (e), struggle (H), pursuit (Pr) and three repetition functions they
are: Reconnaissance (e), Struggle (H), and Pursuit (Pr).
CHAPTER I
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INTRODUCTION
A. Background
“Literature is a creation is not simply an imitation” (Hartoko, 1984: 5).
Creative in literature means creation, this means literature produce literary work
and makes it into exist. Creative in literature also means renewal, renewal means
there is a new discovery in the story process. Usually it shows the power of
creativity that is prominent and differences with the work of other different work.
Therefore, the authors make the creation, and usually they to transforms the
situation or fact surrounded them into literary work. Also it can be from an
imaginative world. Literature can be consists of can be a symbols that should be
translated into real language for literature always represents of what is not.
According to Miller (2011: vi). we should read literature because literature
is part of human need to create imaginary worlds and constructing the kinds of
story. There are many authors produce literary work which is based on their
imaginations. Environment and imagination can be transformed in form of poem,
prose and drama. The imagination of the author found in the novel Specials by
Scott Westerfeld. The novel talks about the human’s  ability to fly. This is
probably an imaginative work of the authors,  as we know that there is no human
can fly. So it is very clear that sometimes the authors write a literary work that is
an imagination and something that is not really going to happen. Fiction tells the
story of the issues of human life regarding. Their interaction to the
environment, human, and god. Although fiction is a imagination, it is not true to
say that if fiction was assumed as the product of an author’s dreaming. literature is1
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full and total comprehension. And contemplation of the nature of the authors. This
contemplation is conducted  by fully consciousness and responsibilities. Fiction of
the imaginative work is based on the awareness and responsibility in terms of
creativity as a work of art.
There are many kinds of literary works such as, lyrics, poetry, film, drama,
short story,comic, as well as novel. Novel is one of literary work, and it becomes
an alternative reading. There are many people like reding novel especially
teenagers. Some novels talk about daily life or sometimes talk about the real life
such as, love, problem in family, problem in society, even a story of kingdom.
Some people say that reading novel is one of entertaining activitis because if
readers  are reading novel sometimes the readers feel the story talks to them. So
that sometimes the readers are so involved in the stories that make them become
laughing or crying.
The relation of reader and novel is related to Peek (1984: 104) illustration
that novel is an extended fiction, phrase narrative dealing with human character
and actions of a period of time. There it can be seen that novel has important role
in the society and in the country as an entertainment and nature of human need is
entertained and entertaining.
Novel is a long story that narrates the life experience.  In this research, the
writer used narrative theory because as we know that every literary work narrates
stories. Therefore narration has the core function and novel and it is support
essential of literary work. Thus are the entire elements of literature.
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There are three core elements of the novel those are; subject, action, and
object. According to Propp the three elements can be grouped into two parts, they
are permanent and changing element. Structure is consists of elements that can be
grouped in two parts, namely the permanent element (action) and changing
element (subject and object)” (Suswondo, 2003: 38). Permanent element is action,
whereas changing element are subject and object. According to Propp the most
important is permanent element, for example, in the novel Specials “She breathed
in the forest” is deed or action. “Breathed” is important because it is an action,
makes one certain function in the story. If the action is changed by another action,
the function will be different. Thus, the plot of the story will also be different. If
the subject or the object changes, it will not change the story. Replacing the
subject or object does not have any influences to the function of action in the
story.
That is why, the writer is interested in analysis this novel Special by Scott
Westerfeld to examine the narrative structure in. Which the novel contains
imaginative stories.  Although almost all of the novels have elements of
structuralism narratology.
B. Problem Statements
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Based on the background above, this research focuses on the following
questions:
1. What are the functions of narratology structuralism according to
Vladimir Propp in the novel Specials by Scott Westerfeld?
2. What kind of functions is found in novel based on Propp code of
narratology structuralism?
C. Objective of Research
Based on the problem above statements the purposes of the research are:
1. To describe the functions of narratology structuralism according to
Vladimir Propp theory in the novel Specials by Scott Westerfeld.
2. To describe kinds of function are found in the novel based on Propp code
of narratology structuralism.
D. Significance of Research
The result of this research expected to contribute two significant
theoretically and practically. Theoretically, the result of this research is useful to
give a description about functions using the theory of structuralism narratology
Vladimir Lakovlevich Proop perspective, in the novel specials by Scoot
Westerfeld.
Practically, in this research the writer gave information to the readers
about structuralism narratology Vladimir Propp perspective in the novel Special
by Scott Westerfeld.
E. Scope of Research
17
In connecting to the thesis, entitle “An Analysis of structuralism
narratology in Scott Westerfeld’s novel”. The writer focused on the functions and
code in the Scott Westerfeld’s novel, with using theory structuralism narratology,
Proop perspectives.
CHAPTER II
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This chapter discuss the review of related literature about previous
research  findings. The second part of this chapter describes Vladimir Propp’s
structuralism and its functions. The third part consists of Synopsys of the novel
specials. structuralism and it functions has been the focus of many scholars in
literary studies. This study has been very useful to the structure of narration of
stories.
A. Previous Finding
Wati (2009) in her thesis entitles “Analysis Functions of the Character
and Motive in the Story Dewi Sri” she used theory structuralism by Vladimir
Propp. In her thesis which is aimed to analyze  towards story of  Dewi Sri
beginning do with study the elements who there is in the story along with function
and motive in story structural  without there is deputed not important.
Furthermore the function of subject who expression by Vladimir Propp applied in
her research, to know the functions of the subject and motif in the story.  He
founded that there are some repetition the function of the subject. In the story,
Dewi Sri founded some motif those are; (1) Wedding motif, (2) Absentation
motif, (3) Departure motif, (4) Villainy motif, (5) Pursuit chase motif, (6) Victory
motif.
Allien (2010) in his paper “The Sleeping Beauty Fairy Tale: A Vladimir
Propp Function Analysis” he used theory narratology structuralism by Vladimir
Propp. In their paper which is aimed to compare  classic fairy tales from Europe.
He founded that the fairy tale The Sleeping Beauty has the same structure as fairy-6
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tales that of Russia, which has been analyzed by Vladimir Propp, has analyzed
Russia.
Perdana (2012) in his thesis entitles “Comparison of Narrative Structures
between the Momotarou and Timun Emas Folk Tales” he used structural theory,
Vladimir Propp perspective. In his thesis aims to compare both of those stories of
the structural approach, especially a method of narratology structural developed
by Vladimir Propp,  the comparison of sequence and variation functions action
both stories have difference, that are:  a). the story of Momotarou starts from
absentation function with b code and ended by wedding function with W code.
Moreover, the story of Timun Emas stars from the initial misfortune with code K
and ended by return function with code ¯ . b). Folklore Momotarou have fifteen
sequence function, whereas the story of Timun Emas has sixteen sequence
function.
After comparing three researches, there is, a similarity to the writer
analyzes. Wati, focus on the function of subject and story motive, and Allien
analyzed compared classic fairy tales of Europe by using theory of narratology
structuralism based on Vladimir Propp perspective. Perdana analyzed the
comparison both of those stories of the structural approach, especially a method of
narratology structural developed by Vladimir Propp. It is differentce from my
analysis with the third of the researches, my analysis focused on the novel
Specials by Scott Westerfeld and they focused on the fairy tales. Today the
famous different from fairy tale and novel are: fairy tale is one of story usually
take from the original old story, it is formed from the certain elements. Whereas,
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today novel is more known as contemporary story, because novel is always said
bestseller.
B. Theoretical Framework
1. Structuralism
Structuralism is a concept or belief that everything in this world has
structure. (Faruk, 1994: 17-18). A case can be said to have a structure if it is forms
a united completely, it is not the range from the parts. The relationship among
parts in the structure is not quantitative. It means, if a part loses passage in hip, its
wholeness is not just reduces. Nevertheless, it will break at all. All of things have
structure if it can make changing, without losing its wholeness Therefore,
everything in the world build its own private world, a mechanism itself, to
perform its functions, apart from the various outside influences. A case can be
understood as a power that it can build, develop, and defend itself with its own
way. In other words, structuralism tends to undergo all something as systems that
is closed autonomous. Moreover, structuralism in a literary work will make a
literately work or literature sector as an independent all, something that is
presently, something that is intact. Pradopo (1985: 6) which expresses a basic
concept of typical theory in the structure, it is the presence of the assumption that
in itself a literary work is a structure, which autonomous that can be understood as
unified rounds with elements the development that is mutually related. Therefore,
according to the Teew (1986: 60) to understand the meaning of literary works,
literary works should be analyzed based on the structure itself. Essentially,
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structuralism argues that it is a literary work or structure elements interconnected
parts closely.
The structuralism paradigm decelerates that the analysis of literary work
may not forget the structural analysis itself as an autonomous structure. Ferdinand
De Saussure is the first expert who assumes that structural approach is an analysis
of literary theory that starts to reveal the literary work as a unity of several
elements that are bound from the basic components of the work itself such as
theme, plot, character, setting, style, and others. As Teew states that:
“Aim of structural analysis is to research dismantle as carefully, thorough,
and detail as deep possibly, linkage and entanglement all of elements and aspects
of literature that to produce the overall meaning. It is important in structural
analysis who given "(Teew, 1988: 125).
The structural approach shows the strongest evidence that a literary work
cannot be released from intrinsic elements that contain in that work itself. In
analyzing a literary work by using structural approach, it is an obligation to
elaborate to work into the concern of intrinsic elements then having an evaluation
for connecting of all relevant aspects that also build that work. Based on the
explanation above, literaty work should be viewed as independent creations.
However, it does not mean that structural approaches give a lot of attentions but
also extrinsic aspects. As Semi states that:
“This approach views and review of the literature in the linguistic term of
the intrinsic construct a literary work that is the theme, plot, setting and style
characterizations. A harmonious between form and content are a strong
possibility to produce quality literature "(Semi, 1985: 44-45).
The structural approach develops in short time vocation and different
nation, it can be seen the movement Russian Formalism. The impetrated to USA
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by England Nation from new critism group, Roman Jacobson and Rene Wellek in
France, Claude Levi Strauss and Roland Barthes became important figure of
structural approach movement with their own characterization (Teeuw, 1988: 60).
2. Narratology Structuralism
All works of literature are certainly has the theory, because of the story
who become stanchion a literary work, a literary as it is known by the writer that
without a story and a literary does not have meaning overall story featuring
elements of the works. The problem about the concept and storytelling are part in
studies of narratology. Before the author outlines too far, it will be good writer
explain in advance from the word narratology itself.
Narratology comes from the word of narration (Latin means story, the
words, the story, romance) and logos (sciences). Narratology is also called the
theoretical narrative of narrative discourse (texts). Narratologi and the theory of a
discourse (text) they are  defined as a set of the concept of stories and narrators.
Naratologi develops on the basis of analogical linguistic, it is like the model of
syntax as relation between the subject, the predicate, and the object of object.
Narrative or story was defined as a representation of at least two factual or
fictional events in the line of time. The Narrator or agent of narrative (Mieke Bal,
2985: 119) was defined as a speaker in the text, the subject in linguistics, not
person, not the author, or etc. Moreover, there are several statements about
narratology such as:
“Narratology is a theory of narrative.  This ‘definition’ of narratology
beginning the ‘narratology’ entry in the Johns Hopkins Guide to Literary Theory
and Criticism needs to be explained further.  It is a theory of narrative and not
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the theory of narrative.  This implies that there are theories of narrative that are
not narratological.” (Michael Groden and Martin Kreiswirth, 1983: 14).
“Narratology is a specific way of understanding narrative that was
developed out of structuralism and Russian formalism. Sometimes "narratology
" is the name given to any form of analysis of narrative, but this is
misleading.”(Hopskinds John, 2005: 1).
From two definitions above the writer can conclude that Johns is a figure
from narratology who said that narratology is a narrative who get more
explanation then narratology it is developed by structuralism and Russian
formalism.
In the theory of literature, especially narratology structuralism. There are
some figures that included as figures of narratology structuralism itself, but they
have different perfective. The figures of narratology structuralism are:
First, Vladimir Propp Jacovlevic. Propp is thought as first structuralize that
talk seriously about structure. Propp concluded that all investigated story has the
same structure. It means in a story investors can change, and its properties but
deeds and their rule are same.
Second, Claude Levi Strauss. In contrast to Propp, Levi Strauss is more
giving us his attention. Levi Straus assess story as logical quality. He developed
the term myth and mytheme through his concern for coverage the myth contained
in each tale. According to him, the myth of narrative is itself, in particular with
regard to certain aspects of culture.
Third, Tzvetan Todorov. Developing the concept history and discourse. In
analyzing figures, Todorrov advises to do it through three dimensions, namely:
will, communication, and participation. According to him. Object formal poetical
is not interpretations or meaning, but structure or aspect literature contained in
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discourse. In the analysis should consider three aspects, namely a). Aspects syntax
examines order of events in chronological order and logical, b). Aspects
semantics, with regard to meaning and a seal, examines the theme figures, and
background, and the last c). aspect verbal, examines instrumentalities as
viewpoint, style of language, and so on.
Fourth, Algirdas Julien Greimas. According to Ratna (2004: 137-140) that
the object of research Greimas is not restricted to certain genre the fabled, but
extended upon myths. By utilizing functions, nearly the same Greimas.
Colleagues’ pays attention to offer concept sharper more universal, with the aim
of grammatical narrative is universal. Selflessness Greimas more actions
compared with an offender.
3. Vladimir Lakovlevich Propp
Vladimir Propp in his theory, about “Narratology” as it is writer in his
book Morphology of the folk tale (1975: original edition in Russian Morfologia
Skazki, 1928), focused his attention on subject function namely the function of
dramatic of personae, which is not to subject. Also the character but the action of
its characters. The object of Propp research terms the structure of typology.
Theory of Narrtology developed by Vladimir Propp. Vladimir jakovlevic
Propp, was born April on 17, 1895 in St. Petersburg, Germany. He was
recognized as a literature researcher and was most famous in the years 1920, he
well known by Russian. Although he knows lots of Russian formalist, Propp is
not a formalist (Eagleton, 1988: 115; Jefferson, 1988: 54). It is said so because
when Russian formalism was facing crisis in 1930 years, he exactly brought up a
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certain kind new poetic. In investigating a literature research. That thing can be
found in Morphology of the Folktale (1975) book. It can be said that this book is
the result of   Propp’s deconstruction from Propp, theories which have developed.
According to Propp (1975: 3-18) that there are many overlap conclusions
made by researcher. Besides that, more or less of Propp theory is also
deconstructive theory of formalism. If formalism stresses its attention to the
deviation through narrative element fibula Suzette in individual creation to reach
literary value (literariness) literature, Propp more focuses on his attention in
narrative motif that called as function. Propp realizes that a story has construction.
The construction consists of motives and it is divided into three elements, those
are; subject, deed and object (Junus, 1983: 63). He looks that all of them can be
grouped into two parts, they are; permanent element and changing element.
Permanent element is action, whereas changing element are subject and object.
According to Propp the most important is permanent element, for example in
Scott Westerfeld’s novel, “they pretends to catch the member of Smoke” is deed
or action. That is “catch” because the action can make one certain function in the
story. If the action is changed by another action, the function will be different and
if the readers changed by the subject or the object. Replacing the subject or object
does not have any influences to the function of action in a story. Based on the
example, it is true that the theory of Propp is inspired by structuralism in linguistic
that is developed by Saussure (Selden, 1991: 59). Based on his research towards
100 folklores of Russian, that is called as fairytale, (Propp, 1975: 21-24). Finally,
acquire conclusions such as:
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1. The exactly stable element and it is unmoving in the folklore and also not
motif or actor but function.
2. Total of functions in folklore is limited.
3. The series of function in folklore is always same.
4. From structural side , all folklores only represent a type. (Teeuw, 1984:
291; Scholes, 1977: 63).
Propp explains that the maximum number folklores consist of thirty one
functions, but he also says that every folklore is not always contains all the
functions because a lot of folklores that apparently only contain some functions.
Some of the functions make main framework story. The thirty-one functions that
are said by Propp are presented in the followings. To make it easy to make the of
scheme action, Propp gives sign or special symbol for every function (Aguirre,
2011: 4). The function and the symbol as follows:
Function and symbol
1) Absentation (b). One of the members of a family absents himself from
home.
2) Interdiction (i). An interdiction is addressed to the hero.
3) Violation (d). The interdiction is violated.
4) Reconnaissance (e). The villain makes an attempt at reconnaissance.
5) Delivery (v). The villain receives information about his victim.
6) Fraud (h). The villain attempts to deceive his victim in other to take
possession of him or of his belongings.
7) Complicity (q). Victim submits to deception and thereby unwittingly,
helps is enemy.
8) Villainy (A). The villain causes harm or injury to a member of a family.
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8a. lack (a). A members of a family lacks something or desires to have
something.
9) Mediation (B). Misfortune or lack is made known; the hero is approached
with a request or command; he is allowed to go or he is dispatched.
10) Beginning counteraction (C). The hero agrees to or decides upon
counteraction.
11) Departure (↗). The hero leaves home.
12) The first function of the donor (D). The hero is tasted, interrogated,
attacked, etc., which prepares the way for his receiving either a magical
agent or a helper.
13) The hero’s reaction (E). The hero reach to the actions of the future donor.
14) Provision or receipt of a magical agent (F). The hero acquires the use of a
magical agent.
15) Spatial translocation (G). Hero is lad to the whereabouts of an object of
search.
16) Struggle (H). The hero and the villain join in the direst combat.
17) Marking (J). The hero is branded.
18) Victory (I). The villain is defeated.
19) The initial misfortune or lack is liquid (K). The initial misfortune or lack is
liquidated.
20) Return ( ¯ ). The hero returns.
21) Pursuit, chase (Pr). The hero is pursued.
22) Rescue (Rs). Rescue of the hero from pursuit.
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23) Unrecognized arrival (O). Unrecognized, the arrives home or in another
country.
24) Unfounded claims (L). A false hero present unfounded claims.
25) The difficult task (M). A difficult task is proposed to the hero.
26) Solution (N). The task is resolved.
27) Recognition (Q). The hero is recognized.
28) Exposure (Ex). The false hero or villain is exposed.
29) Transfiguration (T). The hero is given a new appearance.
30) Punishment (U). The villain is punished.
31) Wedding (W). The hero is married and ascends the throne.
The readers can see them in Propp’s book Morphology of the Folklore
( Propp, 1975:26-65).
According to Zhang (2003: 82), the total number of thirty one functions
can be distributed in circle or area of action. There are seven areas of action that
the readers can put into the function, which is consolidated more logically, such
as:
1) Villain (the action area of criminal).
2) Provider (the action area of donor).
3) Helper (the action area of help).
4) The princess and her father (the action area a princess and her father).
5) Dispatcher (the action area of intermediately).
6) Hero (the action area of hero).
7) False hero (the action area of false hero).
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(Hawkes, 1978: 9; Scholes, 1977: 104; Schleifer, 1987: 96).from the seven
areas of the frequency the action of subject can be detected and the way that the
character of the object can be recognized the readers know.
Propp’s structural model is based on the following criteria:
1) All fairytales are constructed on the basis of one single string of actions or
events called ‘functions’.
2) Function is significant action or event defined according to its place in the plot.
3) Function, and not theme, motif, character, plot or motivation, is the
fundamental unit of analysis.
4) Functions are independent of how and by whom they are fulfilled; from the
standpoint of structural analysis, not doers, their method, their motivations or their
psychology but the deed itself alone matters.
5) The number of functions available to fairytale-tellers is thirty-one.
6) With (modifiable) exceptions, functions always follow a strict order.
7) Tales are organized into sequences (see below); each sequence is composed of
a selection of functions in the appropriate temporal order, and constitutes a
narrative episode.
8) Each function is susceptible of realization by different means (“forms of
function”): Propp offers lists of the “function forms” that appear in his corpus (but
warns that others are possible).
9) Only seven characters are available to fairytale-tellers: hero, false hero, villain,
donor, helper, dispatcher, princess (sought-for person) and/or her father.12
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10) All fairytales are composed of the same functions, though not every function
appears in every tale.
11) All fairytales share the same fundamental structure.
C. Synopsis of Specials
“Specials novel by Scott Westerfeld” that became an object of this
research, the novel tells the official Tally. She became a Specials in group
incorporated of the Cutter. According to Dr. Cable, they Cutter members of
specials that special. The head of a group of cutter Shay special members. Shay
helps Tally to conform her and Shay is the best the friend of Tally. Now, they
have a transmitter the skin, the eyes are able to scan the new body heat in the dark,
sharp hearing and certainly reflected fabulous the Handsome always.
The citizens of Smoke began to smuggle the pills healer in the big single.
The Recruitment of ugly people also increased. The task of group Cutter found
about the movement smoke secretly. Even Shay wants to urge further, that, found
out the location of new Smoke with bait Zane, Tally’s boyfriend.
When Zane and Tally caught in a fugitive second, immediately Tally
change into a cold eye Specials, pointy teeth and tattoo in her face. While Zane
still become specials but suffering from brain damage severe that makes it weak.
Tally becomes very superior; really, specials and Debase those are did not
have specials. Tally becomes arrogant, full of prejudice, and she became
humanism. However, when he met with Zane back Tally stricken with feelings
want to protect and put the feeling above their obligations as a special. When they
find new city of Smoke, Tally knows himself will once again betray citizens
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Smoke. Even when tempt Zane, Tally already feel their sacrifice. However, as a
function of time, her affection to Zane appears again and wanted to save her.
However, to save Zane that he should betray Shay.
D. Definition of Novel
Novel is a of part creation of literature and constitute fiction creation.  As
the writer, know from the book (Nurgiyantoro, 2009: 9).  The people say novel in
English end then from English comes to our Indonesian country, Italian says
novella and German novella.  From literal novella is a new small object and
becomes as short story in prose form (Abrahams, 1981: 119).  Therefore, if
someone writes a novel it is true if the writer makes the story from his or her
invention.  Although, not all of novels are not invention but sometimes some of
them are real.
The Novel as a series of life stories feature diverse types based on genre
and content or character. In the world of literature, the novel consists of popular
novels and serious novels. In Nurgiyantoro’s book he applies, two novels are
serious novel and popular novel.  Popular novel is novel that has many readers to
read it, especially for the adolescents. A popular novel more tells about stories that
relate to the lives of modern teenagers. One of the novel genres popular especially
among Indonesian teenagers, as “teenlit”. Teenlit Novel is the term for the genre
of teen novels. Teenlit itself comes from the word teen who mean teens and lit
taken from the literature, which means the paper or the paper. Therefore, the novel
teenlit itself can be interpreted as the writing or literary work created for teens and
the story tell about life. Novel teenlit is popular literature entitled life adolescent
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to all kinds of story that is at natural by the youth in general, usually beginning of
the search character himself, friendship, even up with stories of love with
assortment kind. The feature of novels who often read by the youth are usually
using language a unique or better known as slang terms with strange and rarely be
heard. Expect the whole story in the novel, the unique from of language style is
also found in title of the novels based on the writer’s point of view. The title of the
novel is the mirror or identity from the writing, and popular novel itself is known
as the novel which only focused on the entertainment. In addition, serious novel is
exactly “must able give all the possibility” (Nurgiyantoro, 2009:18).
Serious novels also known as a novel that has value high literature.
Popular novel does not show the problem of life with intense but they can see
what the popular at the time.  They do are not try to penetrate nature of life.
Novel popular its characteristic certain may leave by period.  Moreover, there is
no law to read.  So, depends on the writer.  Serious novel needs more
concentrations to read or good understanding as well as our wish.  Experience and
problem that they are show in the novel focus and express until the people’s
feeling.  Seriously, novel not only entertains us but also seriously novel, can give
the reader experiences value.  Can invite the reader to become hard wistful to face
their problem.  “Popular novel more easy to read and enjoyed because it is focus
to convey the history” (Stanton, 1965: 2). From the statements above, it is very
clear to say that popular novel is easily to be read. It is absolutely different from
the serious novel. Because the serious novel is read as of the novel of the
completion of the self where the content can provide the humanities value for the
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reader. In literature itself, it is known as humanism. The serious novel also
contains social value, moral value, and educational value which are very useful
for the reader.  Serious novels usually give us an idea of preserving the culture
and civilization of society, so that the readers can learn more about the culture of
other society from different territory that will give others the better knowledge
and understanding about the life of another human being. Serious novels aim to
provide a valuable experience to the reader, or at least to reflect in a more
pervading and earnest about the problems in the novel. Serious novel must afford
to give everything possibly. Because of serious novel not only purpose of giving
pleasure to readers but also it has aimed to give a glorious experience and invited
the readers for impregnating earnest about problems put forward. The trend of
serious novel trigger at least a reader interested in a literary novel. Nevertheless, it
does not make popularity of serious novel decline. Precisely, this novel able to
survive time to time. For example, roman Juliet by William Shakespeare that still
survives until then.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
A. Method of Research
In this research, the writer used descriptive analysis method to complete
the data. The research searches the data by reading the novel, analyzes the
functions of Propp theory, and analyzes the representation and intention of
Specials of the novel to find and collect the data that used.
B. Object of Research
In this, research the writer analyzed the material object and formal object
of the research. Material object is object that becomes field research, whereas
formal object is object that seen by certain point of view. (Faruk, 2012: 34).
Material object of this research is the novel. And the formal object is the approach
used namely the narratology structuralism.
C. Process of Data Collection
As for data collection, the writer appllied several procedures as follows:
1. The writer read the novel of Specials by Scott Westerfeld.
2. Identifying structuralism narratology.
3. Grouping and coding the sentence or word, which is implied the
structuralism narratology.
4. Organizing based on code the result of the research
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D. Data Collection Technique
After collection the data, to answer the first question.
1) The writer analyzed the functions.
2) To answer the second questions regarding the function and its study the
writer use.
E. Data Analysis Technique
The writer classified the data with the theory of narratology structuralism
the writer analyze the data.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSION
This chapter consists of findings and discussion items, which show the
results of the research. The writer would like to present what Scott Westerfeld has
found from the novel Specials.
A. Finding
This research analyzed the concept of Narratology Structuralism in
Vladimir Propp Perspective in the novel “Specials” by Scott Westerfeld,
especially about Functions and Permanent Elements.
According to Vladimir Propp, the maximum number story consists of
thirty-one functions, but he also says that every story is not always contains all the
functions because a lot of story that apparently only contain some functions. And
Propp also said that permanent element is the most important then changing
element. Because if the permanent element changes by another the function, the
strory will be different whereas replacing changing element does not have any
influence to the function in a story.  The functions of permanent element in the
novel can be seen as follows:
Functions of narratology
a). Transfiguration (T).
Transfiguration is the hero is given a new appearance. New
experience means the hero experience new look or other mind
transformation. This transformation can be in form of physically or
25
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mentally. In the novel of specials, the hero Tally transform from beauty
woman to ugly woman as show in the quotation bellow:
“For Tally's brain, it was way too soon to be playing dress-up.
She'd only been special a couple of months, but when she looked at Shay
she expected to see her best friend's new and marvelous cruel beauty, not
tonight's ugly disguise”. (Westerfeld, 2006: p2).
b). Departure (↗)
Departure is when the hero physically or mentally conduct a
journey. This can be formal in the quotation below when one of supporting
characters have has lost.
“Last fall, back in ugly days, Shay had run away into the wild to
escape the bubblehead operation. Tally had followed to bring her back,
and they'd both wound up living in the Old Smoke for a few long weeks.
Scrabbling like an animal had been pure torture, but her memories came in
handy now. Smokies had an arrogance about them; they thought they were
better than people in the city”. (Westerfeld, 2006: p4).
c). Pursuit, (Pr)
Pursuit is the hero is pursued, means when the hero or the other
characters face a conflict and they start to question and chase the couple to
short of the problem. In this, novel Tally and her boyfriend have different
group and this is one of the conflict of the story. Tally chases her
boyfriend to return him back as show bellow.
“At top speed, the chase soon reached the factory belt. They all
climbed to avoid the automated delivery trucks rumbling through the
darkness, orange underlights reading the road markings to find their
destinations. The other three Cutters spread out behind her, cutting off any
chance of the Smokies doubling back”. (Westerfeld, 2006: p9).
“The lifting fans of Tally's hoverboard kicked in beneath her, a low
thrum drifting through the trees like the growl of some hibernating beast.
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The Cutters slowed, dropping to a few meters' altitude, scanning the dark
horizon for movement.
A shiver of pleasure ran down Tally's spine. The chase had become a
game of hide-and-seek”. (Westerfeld, 2006: p10).
d). Rescue (Rs)
Rescue is rescue of the hero from pursuit. The functions Rescue
shows that the hero of the novel rescues victim in the novel. This functions
(Rs) can be found when Tally’s rescue say. As show below:
“He shook his head sadly, and then pushed Shay into the river.
She fell forward limply, smacking the water face-first and hard. David
whirled around on his board, kicking up a spray as he bolted away. The
two archers zoomed out from the trees and followed, boards roaring to life.
"Shay!" Tally cried, but the unmoving body was already slipping
under, dragged down by the weight of crash bracelets and soaked clothing.
Shay's infrared colors began to change in the cold water, hands fading
from bright yellow to orange. The fast current carried her under Tally, who
threw the spent arrows aside, spun on one heel, and dove into the freezing
river.
A few panicked strokes brought her up beside the dimly glowing form,
and she reached out to grab Shay's hair, yanking her head out of the water.
Flash tattoos hardly moved on the pale face, but then Shay shuddered and
emptied her lungs with a sudden cough”. (Westerfeld, 2006: p18).
e). Reconnaissance (e)
Reconnaissance is an interdiction is addressed to the hero.
Reconnaissance is the hero conduct a reconnaissance to self the conflict at
the story. These, Tally all effort to collect information regarding his boy
friend as show bellow.
“Hanging from one hand, Tally clamped her other gloves fingertips
between her teeth. She pulled it off and stretched out a finger to touch the
corner of the window. The chips in her hand registered the vibrations
there, turning the expanse of glass into one big microphone. She closed her
eyes, hearing the noises inside the room with a sudden intimacy, like
pressing one ear to a drinking glass against a thin wall. She heard a ping as
Shay listened in through her skintenna. (Westerfeld, 2006: p25).
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“Tally peered at the undercarriage again. Among the twenty
sandwiched hover boards was just enough space for a human being.
Maybe Shay had snuck a ride…
Tally pulled on her grippy gloves, readying herself. She could wait
until the helicopter took off, then pursue it in a short chase across the hills,
followed by a quick climb up through the windstorm of its spinning
blades.
She felt a smile spreading across her face. After two weeks of
skulking after the Crims, it would be a relief to face a real challenge, one
that would make her feel like a Special again.
And even better, the New Smoke had to be close. She had almost
reached the end of the line.” (Westerfeld, 2006: p68).
f). Struggle (H)
Struggle is the hero and the villain join in the direst combat. When
the hero faces a conflict and struggle to free her self from the conflict. This
also can be a climax of a story as show below.
“Tally squeezed out of her corner and followed, ignoring the
astonished crumbly's cries. But as Shay jumped for the ladder, a metal
sheath snapped shut around it. She bounced back with a hollow clang, her
suit cycling through a sequence of random colors from the impact.
Tally swept her eyes around the museum—there was no other way
out”. (Westerfeld, 2006: p39).
"Just let me go," she whispered.
"I'm afraid we can't, Tally. But when we're done, you'll be as beautiful
and healthy as everyone else. Think of it, here in Diego you can look any
way you want."
"This isn't about how I look!" Tally sprang to her feet and ran to
the nearest wall. She pulled her fist back and gave it the hardest blow she
could. Pain shot through her again.
Again, she drew back her hand and struck the wall, felt her
knuckles threatening to shatter against the iron hardness behind the
padding. A gasp of pain slipped through her lips, and spatters of blood
marked the padding, but Tally couldn't hold back. They knew how strong
she was, and this had to look real.” (Westerfeld, 2006: p83-84).
“She twitched against the ankle restraints, needing to escape this
room now.” (Westerfeld, 2006: p86).
“She struggled to pull her suit hood down over her face, to turn
invisible before they reached her,but a pair of gloved hands grasped Tally's
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ankles, pulling her feet out from under her. As she fell from thepipe,
another figure caught her.Still more hands grabbed her arms, checking her
wild flurry of blows, and with a gentle strength dragged her back down to
the roof.
Tally struggled, but special or not, there were too many of them.
They pulled off their hoods—Ho, Tachs, all the other Cutters. Shay
had gotten every one of them.
They smiled softly at her, an awful, average kindness in their eyes.
Tally struggled, waiting for the sting of an injection in her bare neck.”
(Westerfeld, 2006: p89).
g). The Difficult Task (M)
The Difficult Task is a difficult task is proposed to the hero. When
actors face two or more difficult opinion. This specials describes in the
novel when Tally has to chose between her group and her boy friend.
"All right. We split up," she said. Tally tried to smile, but Shay
shook her head. "Don't you dare get happy about this, Tally-wa. I thought
making you into a Special would change you. I thought if you could see
the world clearly, you'd think about yourself a little less. It wouldn't just be
you and your latest boyfriend; I thought you might let something else
matter every once in a while."
"I care about the Cutters, Shay, honest. I care about you.”
(Westerfeld, 2006: p56).
h). Fraud (h)
Fraud is the villain attempts to deceive his victim in other to take
possession of him or of his belongings.
“Tally felt another a wave of shame. She had disobeyed Shay and
betrayed Fausto to babysit these bubbleheads?”. (Westerfeld, 2006: p57).
i). Marking (J)
Marking means the hero found marks and she/ he feel that the mark
is a symbol of next conflict.
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“Tally felt the moment of breakdown through the soles of her feet,
the board's unsteady vibration changing all at once into a wild shudder. A
metal scream reached her ears as the lifting fans disintegrated, and she
realized it was too late to go any direction but up. She bent her knees and
leaped…”. (Westerfeld, 2006: p70).
j).  Recognition (Q)
Recognition is the hero is recognized. Means the story introduces
the villain her boy friend and the hero trough the actions.
“He shook his head sadly, then pushed Shay into the river.
She fell forward limply, smacking the water face-first and hard. David
whirled around on his board, kicking up a spray as he bolted away. The
two archers zoomed out from the trees and followed, boards roaring to life.
"Shay!" Tally cried, but the unmoving body was already slipping
under, dragged down by the weight of crash bracelets and soaked clothing.
Shay's infrared colors began to change in the cold water, hands fading
from bright yellow to orange. The fast current carried her under Tally, who
threw the spent arrows aside, spun on one heel, and dove into the freezing
river.
A few panicked strokes brought her up beside the dimly glowing form,
and she reached out to grab Shay's hair, yanking her head out of the water.
Flash tattoos hardly moved on the pale face, but then Shay shuddered and
emptied her lungs with a sudden cough”. (Westerfeld, 2006: p18).
k). Mediation (B)
Mediation is misfortune or lack is made known; the hero is
approached with a request or command; he is allowed to go or he is
dispatched. Means the hero poses between villain and others supporting
hero. In this novel, Tally is posed between her group and her boyfriend as
villain. Here Tally is the central of the story that mediates the recovery of
all her supporting hero from the problem caused by villain.
“Tally shook her head. She'd spent the last few days focused on
rewiring herself, but she needed to rewire everyone.” (Westerfeld, 2006:
p110).
l). The Initial Misfortune or Lack is Liquidated (K)
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when the effort of the hero is failed or when the hero is misfortune.
"Agent Youngblood," another guard called. "We don't want to
hurt you!"
"I'm afraid you'll have to!" She doubled back toward where the first guard
lay. The door to the operating theater exploded open then, a swarm of gray
silk uniforms storming into the room.
Tally jumped down near the fallen guard, landing once more on the
shards of the injector. The other guard in battle gear landed a punch on her
shoulder, rolling her back into the first row of seats. She leaped up and
threw herself at him, ignoring the mass of Specials descending on her.
A few seconds later, Tally found herself thrown facedown on the
floor, her arms pinned under her. She squirmed, crushing the last pieces of
the injector beneath her into powder. Then someone kicked her in the ribs,
driving her breath out in a grunt.
More of them piled on, like an elephant sitting on her back. The
room grew dim; Tally felt herself being squashed against the edge of
consciousness.” (Westerfeld, 2006: p111).
B. Discussion
1). The Functions that are in the Novel
From the thirty-one functions there are twelve functions found in
the novel specials by Scott Westerfeld they are:
a. Transfiguration (T)
In page 2 explained about transfiguration (T) function, because Tally
joined with two difference groups, which groups are specials and cutter. In
the group of the cutter should do with disguises the Tally covered the
black part of the eyeball with pale-colored contact lenses, sharp jaws of
ruthless in handsome based foil your plastic materials until imperceptibly.
They changed themselves into the form worse; it would spoil the party in
the garden of Cleopatra
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b. Departure (↗)
In page 4 explained about departure (↗) function, because
according to Vladimir Propp’s theory departure is the hero leaves home,
here it told about Last fall, back in ugly days, Shay had run away into the
wild to escape the bubblehead operation. This sentence “Shay had run
away into the wild to escape the bubblehead operation” showed about
departure.
c. Pursuit (Pr)
In page 9 explained about Pursuit (pr) function Departure because
because Tally pursued David caused by them because Tally is a member
of specials while he was one member from Cutter. Specials were the one
who had committed operations in some torn especially the face. While
cutter, was the group of ugly people.
In page 10 Pursuit because what happened in similarity hide and
seek, when a tally saw some groups cutter, Tally is slowly moving down
to a few meters above the ground, examined the presence of movement in
darkness, in the underground, so a tally who pursued group of cutter.
d. Rescue (Rs)
In page 18 showed about visible when David encourage Shay fall
in rivers and a tally save him.
e. Reconnaissance (e)
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In page 25 expressed about reconnaissance because Said
reconnaissance because Tally tried to investigate and gather information
about the existence of her ex boyfriend (Zane) who had different opinions
and groups.
In the page 68 explained about Reconnaissance because the Tally
is as well as keeping an eye in trying to find out the circumstances around
it in a way to be in the helicopter.
f. Struggle (H)
In page 39 showed that struggle because, in this chapter recounts
that he tried to down the stairs but the door closed in order Tally out of
catchment of rusty that had caught him in a warehouse.
In page 83-84 expressed struggle because tally’s ex-boyfriend
(Zane) sought to change tally to him back a group with him. Nevertheless,
tally keeps fighting with his utmost to fight them desirability.
In page 86, it says the struggle, because it is still the same as data
where the page 39 and page 83-84 Tally yet regardless of confinement.
However, this time the people who already wanted to do capture the Tally
further action where, they wanted to operate on and return it to the Tally of
ordinary people.
The functions in page 89 in this catchment tally escaped with the
help of his friend namely. Shay but after some step from building, tally
found and some people came, who held her arm and brought him. Tally
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fight against it and emphasis tally inside the theory of Vladimir Propp
namely, struggle.
g. The Difficult Task (M)
In page, 56 described about the difficult task because Tally mush
face the difficult choice. She much choose Zane (her boy friend) or still
defended her group that is specials.
h. Fraud (h)
In the page 57 the stressing of the function Fraud (h) in this data 13
that is the sentence “she had disobeyed Shay and betrayed Fausto” she
means Tally.
i. Marking (J)
In the page, 70 told about marking because after feel the
destruction through her shoes it is a sign that there are adverse events will
happen.
j. Recognition (Q)
Page 18, here said recognition because when David pushed Shay
into the river, she fell forward limply and then Tally helped her with the
way she reached out grab Shay’s hair. According to Vladimir Propp
recognition is the hero is recognized. Here the writer knows who he is.
Tally is friendship of Shay.
k. Mediation (B)
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In page, 110 expressed about mediation because Tally felt needed
to rewire everyone. In this case, we already know who's Tally. She is a
member of the group of Specials.
l. The Initial Misfortune or Lack is Liquidated (K)
Page 111, here said function the initial misfortune or lack is
liquidated, because when they operated them with a tally want to change
the body of a tally not to specials again. Tally perform some car to fight
one with jump down near guard on the floor in treading smothers injector
but, here desire Tally not fulfilled because precisely other guards with
strong beat up the shoulders of a tally and it makes it bouncing back
kebarisan the bench. There was even a person who kicks rib that he had
who keeps the tally lowed. In addition, to make things worse another
weighing them down in sat in that tastes like an elephant.
According to Vladimir Propp the maximum number story of thirty-
one functions, but he also says that every story is not always contains all
the functions because a lot of story that apparently only contain some
functions. Some of the functions make main framework story.
2). Repetition Functions in the Novel
From the thirty-one functions, the writer found three repetition
functions in the novel Specials by Scott Westerfeld they are:
Reconnaissance (e), Struggle (H), and Pursuit (Pr). The thirty-one
functions from them, there must be one or more repetition functions.
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Because according to Vladimir Propp it from the thirty-one functions, it
may be repetition. In this story Reconnaissance (e), Struggle (H), and
Pursuit (Pr) repetition because they are become framework in this novel.
Especially Struggle (H) because found fourth times, Reconnaissance (e)
and Pursuit (Pr) only twice.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusion
After analyzing the data, the writer found 17 data in 12 functions from
thirty one functions in Vladimir Propp perspective.
1. Three functions that have repetition functions, they are Reconnaissance
(e), Struggle (H) and Pursuit (Pr).
2. Nine functions more they are: fraud (h), Mediation (B), Departure
(↗),Marking (J), The Initial Misfortune (K), Rescue (Rs), The difficult
task (M), Recognition (Q), and Transfiguration (T).
B. Suggestion
Based on the data analysis and the conclusions above, the writer would
like to give some suggestion as follows:
1. The learners of English should know about narratology  structuralism
Vladimir Propp’s perspective in a novel. Knowing about narratology
structuralism in Vladimir Propp perspective can make the readers
easier to know the functions in a novel with Vladimir Propp
perspective.
2. It is suggested that the students of literature should be able to use or
apply the Vladimir Propp’s perspective, in their research or their
assignment about the Vladimir Propp in narratology structuralism
subject, in order to exercise them in using the types of functions theory
to increase their knowledge about literature.
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3. Narratology structuralism is approach that usually use in literary
research, than Vladimir Propp gave theory about narratology
structuralism. If the researcher will do the research first, the research
learns about narratology structuralism.
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APPENDIX
Table Functions
No.
Functions
symbol examine
1 Absentation (one of  a family absents
himself from home).
b
2 Interdiction (an interdiction is addressed to
the hero).
i
3 Violation (the interdiction is violated). d
4 Reconnaissance (the villain makes an
attempt at reconnaissance).
e  
 
5 Delivery (the villain receives information
about his victim).
v
6 Fraud (the villain attempts to deceive his
victim in other to take possession of him or
of him/his or of his belongings).
h  
7 Complicity (victim submits to deception
and thereby unwittingly, helps is enemy).
q
8 Villainy (the villain causes harm or injury
to a member of a family).
A
9 Mediation (misfortune or lack is made
known; the hero is approached with a
request or command; he/she is allowed to
go or he/she is dispatched).
B 
10 Beginning counteraction, (the hero agrees
to or decides upon counteraction).
C
11 Departure (the hero leaves home). ↗  
12 The first function of the donor (the hero is
tasted, interrogated, attacked, etc).
D
13 The hero is reaction (the hero reaches to
the actions of the future donor).
E
14 Provision or receipt of a magical agent (the
hero acquires the use of a magical agent).
F
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15 Spatial translocation (hero is lad to the
whereabouts of an objects).
G
16 Struggle (the hero and the villain join in
the direst combat).
H   

  
17 Marking (the hero is branded). J  
18 Victory (the villain is defeated). I
19 The initial misfortune or lack is liquid (the
initial misfortune or lack is liquidated).
K 
20 Return (the hero returns). ¯
21 Pursuit, chase (the hero is pursued). Pr 
 
22 Rescues (rescue of the hero from pursuit). Rs  
23 Unrecognized arrival (unrecognized, the
arrives home or in another country).
O
24 Unfounded claims (a false hero present
unfounded claim).
L
25 The difficult task (a difficult task is
proposed to the hero).
M  
26 Solution (the task is resolved). N
27 Recognition (the hero is recognized). Q  
28 Exposure (the false hero or villain is
exposed).
Ex
29 Transfiguration (the hero is given a new
appearance).
T  
30 Punishment (the villain is punished). U
31 Wedding (the hero is married and ascends
the throne)
W
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